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Our ability to see depth and distance is a skill we take for granted, as is the case
for much of perception. Like other perceptual processes, it is an extremely complex process both computationally and physiologically. The problem our visual
system starts off with is simple. How do you extract information about a threedimensional (3D) world from the flat two-dimensional (2D) surface known as the
retina (see Figure 7.1)? As we will see, our visual system uses a complex combination of various cues and clues to infer depth, which often results in vivid perceptual experiences, such as when the huge monster lunges out at you from the
movie screen while watching that notoriously bad 3D movie Godzilla (2014). As
most readers know, an important part of depth perception comes from the fact
that we have two eyes that see the world from slightly different angles. We know
that people blind in one eye may not see depth as well as others, but they can still
judge distances quite well. In the course of this chapter, we discuss how singleeyed people perceive depth and explore the reasons why binocular vision (two
eyes) enhances our depth perception.
Our visual system uses a number of features, including a comparison between
what the two eyes see, to determine depth, but other animals’ visual systems
achieve depth perception in very different ways. What would it be like to see the
world through a completely different visual system? We cannot necessarily experience what this would be like, but we can study the mechanisms involved and compare them with our own visual system. Consider spiders, a class of animals that
have eight eyes in addition to their famous eight legs. Do eight eyes give spiders
a more complex system to see depth, just as some of the four-coned animals we
spoke of in the last chapter see more colors? Interestingly, there have been a few
studies on how spiders see depth, and the system is incredibly different from our
own. We’ll consider one of these studies examining depth perception in spiders.
Nagata et al. (2012) examined the use of depth information in jumping accuracy
in a species of spiders known as Adanson’s jumping spiders (Hasarius adansoni).
These spiders have eight eyes; the four frontal eyes are used for hunting (see
Figure 7.2). As their name suggests, Adanson’s jumping spiders catch their prey by
jumping onto small insects and eating them. In order to be effective at this hunting
strategy, their jumps must be accurate, which requires good depth perception. If
they land in front or behind their insect prey, the prey is likely to escape. So good
depth perception is necessary if the spider is going to eat and survive. Nagata
et al. (2012) were interested in what neural mechanisms the spiders use for depth
perception, given the large number of eyes but the small brain in these spiders.
They focused on the two largest eyes, known as the principal eyes. They rendered
the spiders’ other eyes temporarily blind by dabbing them with black paint, allowing them to focus on the principal eyes. They then set out insects for the spiders to
catch, allowing them to assess the accuracy of the spiders’ jumps.
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Explain oculomotor
depth cues and
how they work.
Explain monocular
depth cues and
how they work.
Summarize the principle
of stereopsis and how
it applies to human
depth perception.
Describe the
correspondence
problem and how it
relates to stereopsis.
Explain the concept
of size perception and
the inferential nature
of its determination.
Discuss the concept
of size constancy.
Explain the concept
of illusions of size and
depth and how they
affect perception.
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Unlike a human eye, which has only one
layer of photosensitive cells on the retina, the
retinae in the principal eyes of these jumping
spiders have four distinct photosensitive layers. Each layer is sensitive to a different range
of wavelengths, much as our cones are sensitive to different ranges of wavelengths. When
FIGURE 7.1 Our visual systems must re-create the 3D
an image is in focus on one layer of the spiworld using an essentially flat, 2D retina.
der’s retina, it is out of focus on the other layers. Although you might think this would make
This figure shows the equivalence of size of objects at different distances
their vision blurry, the spiders actually use the
from the retina. Everything along this cone projects the same-size image
onto a flat retina. The visual system must then determine relative size and
extent to which the second image is out of focus
relative distance (depth).
to determine the distance they are from objects.
Nagata et al. (2012) showed that the spider’s
eyes focus a sharp image on the first layer of the
retina, leaving blurred images on the subsequent layers. The spider then compares
the sharpness of the first image to the blurriness of subsequent images to compute
an estimate of depth. Thus, these spiders use information from different layers of
each retina to compute depth. This fascinating way of determining depth is quite
different from how our visual system determines depth (see ISLE 7.1 for a demonstration of how spiders use this system to determine depth). In our visual system,
we use the comparison of images across two eyes given flat retinae.
Look around your current environment. You probably have your book (or
e-book) about 12 to 20 inches away from your eyes. Beyond that, you may see a
table, a window, and clouds drifting in the sky outside your room. It seems almost
trivial that the book is closer to you than the window, and the window is closer
to you than the clouds. All of these observations serve to hide a rather interesting
feature of depth perception. The retina is essentially flat. Although it is curved
Depth Perception
along the back of the eye, it is all one layer and can be flattened out very easily.
and Adanson’s Jumping Spider
There is only one layer of receptors (unlike in those pesky spiders). Regardless of
the distance an object is from the eye, light is imaged by the same receptors, so
at this point in the visual system, there is no information about depth. In other
words, which receptors actually serve to transduce the light into action potentials
does not depend on how far an object is from the eye. Thus, other sources of information about distance must be used for 3D perception.
This information must be found primarily in the visual
scene itself. In addition, for the first time, the role of having two eyes will become apparent, in terms of both the
advantages and the complications that having two eyes
cause for us.
The solution that our visual system evolved is to rely
on a system of cues and clues for depth perception. This
view of how humans see depth is sometimes known as the
cue approach to depth perception. This approach focuses
on the observation that because information on the retina
is 2D, we must infer the third dimension from other cues
our visual system provides. As we discuss shortly, these
cues include monocular cues such as occlusion and relative
size, oculomotor cues such as convergence and accommodation, and, most famously, binocular cues from comparFIGURE 7.2 Adanson’s jumping spiders.
ing images from each retina. In this chapter, we consider
the three major factors in depth perception: oculomotor
These spiders have eight eyes but use the multiple layers in
cues, monocular cues (including motion cues), and binoctheir retinae to determine depth. In this photograph, their four
ular cues. We start this survey with the oculomotor cues.
frontal eyes, used for hunting, are easily visible.
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It is important to make explicit what we mean by a cue or a clue. In this
discussion, we essentially use the terms cue and clue interchangeably. A cue is
a factor that aids you in making a nonconscious and automatic decision. Cues
tell us about which objects are closer and which are farther away. Thus, the cue
approach to depth perception emphasizes that we combine information we can
use to infer depth given that we cannot compute it directly.

Explain oculomotor depth cues and how they work.
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Rest your index finger on the tip of your nose and look at your finger. Then,
without moving your head or the direction of your gaze, adjust your focus so
that you are looking at an object farther away, such as the wall of the room in
which you are reading. As you adjust your eyes, you can feel the movements
involved in your focus. These adjustments that your eyes make as they look
from objects near to objects far away or from objects far away to objects closer
can serve as cues to depth in and of themselves. The movements involved come
from two sets of muscles, one that controls the shape of the lens (accommodation) and one that controls the position of the eyes relative to each other (vergence). We look at each in turn.
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Accommodation is the process of adjusting the lens of the eye so that you can
see both near and far objects clearly. We discussed this process in Chapter 3. To
focus on a more distant object, we relax the ciliary muscles that contract the lens,
and to focus on an object close to our eyes, we contract the ciliary muscles. These
contractions and relaxations take place automatically as we change our focus.
However, we can sense these muscle movements. And it is the sensing of these
movements that gives us information about depth. However, the narrowness of the
pupil during the day makes accommodation imprecise in day vision, and the poor
acuity at night makes accommodation imprecise then as well.
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Vergence (or Convergence)
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Vergence (also known as convergence) occurs when the eyes bend inward to see
a near object and then bend outward (diverge) when we look at a more distant
object. When you are looking at your finger resting against your nose, your eyes
are bent inward to focus on this very close object. Essentially, to see your finger,
your gaze must become “crossed.” When you shift your gaze to the window or
wall beyond your eyes, your eyes move outward from each other (see Figure 7.3).
As with accommodation, this process is automatic, but we can sense the movements, and this gives us information about the relative distance of objects. Convergence is probably the more useful cue than accommodation, and it can provide
the visual system with reliable depth information to about 2 m in length, at which
point there is no appreciable difference in eye angle (Schachar, 2006). You can
explore an interactive illustration of convergence and accommodation on ISLE
7.2 and 7.3, respectively.
TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE
What is accommodation, and how can it be used to infer depth?

ISLE 7.2 Accomodation
ISLE 7.3 Vergence
Cue approach to depth perception:
the system whereby depth perception
results from three sources of
information, monocular cues to depth
present in the image, binocular cues
from the comparison of images in
each eye, and cues from focusing
the eyes, such as vergence and
accommodation
Accommodation: the process of
adjusting the lens of the eye so that
both near and far objects can be seen
clearly
Vergence: the inward bending of the
eyes when looking at closer objects
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4 m or more from eyes

MONOCULAR DEPTH CUES
7.2

Explain monocular depth cues and how
they work.
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Monocular depth cues are the information in the retinal
image that gives us information about depth and distance
but can be inferred from just a single retina (or eye). In
everyday life, of course, we perceive these cues with both
eyes, but they are just as usable with only one functioning eye. That is, these are cues that tell us about depth
even if we are looking at the world with only one eye. Try
it—close one eye. You can still use vision to distinguish
between objects near and far. Some people describe the
world as seeming a bit flatter when using only one eye
than when using two, but we still judge distances accurately. Monocular cues include pictorial cues, those cues
from which we can judge depth from static or nonmoving
pictures, and movement-based cues, in which moving
objects allow us to make inferences about depth and distance (see Table 7.1).
We start with the pictorial cues.
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1 m from eyes

10 cm
from eyes
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Occlusion occurs when one object partially hides or
obstructs the view of a second object. We infer that the
hidden object is farther away from us than the object
3.5˚
<1˚
33˚
that obstructs it. Consider the whitewater kayakers in
Figure 7.4. In the photograph, the blue helmet of one
kayaker partially occludes the view of the other kayaker’s boat. From this, we know that the blue-helmeted
(a)
(b)
(c)
kayaker must be in front of the black-helmeted kayaker.
Similarly, the blue-helmeted kayaker’s paddle occludes
FIGURE 7.3 Vergence.
the view of his own lifejacket. From this, we infer that
Your eyes cross to focus on a nearby object. People can “feel”
the paddle is in front of the lifejacket. Such a scene as
this movement, and that gives them information that objects are
this makes the cue of occlusion look obvious. However,
close by. When looking at an object farther away (more than
it is still an inference, based on knowledge we bring to
4 m), there is no vergence at all. This too provides information
the act of viewing scenes. Occlusion provides informaabout depth.
tion about only relative position, not absolute distance.
In the kayaking photograph, we cannot determine with
much
accuracy
how
far
apart are the two kayakers. You can explore an interacMonocular Depth Cues
tive illustration of occlusion and all other monocular cues on ISLE 7.4.

D

ISLE 7.4

Monocular depth cues: depth cues
that require only one eye

Relative Height

Pictorial cues: information about
depth that can be inferred from a
static picture

Relative height means that objects closer to the horizon are seen as more distant.
In a picture, this means that objects below the horizon are seen as more near the
viewer if they are closer to the bottom of the picture, but objects above the horizon are seen as more near if they are closer to the top of the picture. To understand relative height, think of the horizon dividing the world into two roughly
equal portions, the ground below and the sky above. Think about paintings you
may have seen. Usually, the horizon is somewhere near the middle in Western

Movement-based cues: cues
about depth that can be seen with a
single eye in which the inference of
distance comes from motion
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perspective painting. The distant part of the sky
Depth cues
is painted near the middle of the picture, near
where the sky and ground meet at the horizon.
The part of the ground and sky near the viewOculomotor
Monocular
Binocular
point of the painter, then, occurs at the extremes
• Accommodation
• Binocular
of the painting, the close part of the ground near
• Vergence
Disparity
the bottom and the close part of the sky near the
Pictorial
Motion
top of the painting. Examine the photograph in
• Occlusion
• Motion Parallax
Figure 7.5a. The horizon here is where the ocean
• Relative Height
• Deletion and
meets the sky and is very clear in this photo• Relative Size
Accretion
• Familiar Size
• Optic Flow
graph. This places the conch shell and the coral
• Linear Perspective
rocks in front of the ocean, relatively close to the
• Texture Gradient
viewer (or camera). The rocks closest to the bot• Atmospheric
Perspective
tom of the photograph are closest to the viewer.
• Shadowing
However, look at the clouds above the horizon.
The clouds nearest to the top of the photograph
TABLE 7.1 A Graphical Depiction of the Different Types
are viewed as closest to the viewer.
of Depth Cues
We see the same pattern in the painting
Note: Each class of depth cues is labeled in a box, with the specific
depicted in Figure 7.5c. The water in the river is
depth cues listed below.
close to us and is depicted as such by being at the
bottom of the painting. At the top of the painting are clouds looming over us. The horizon is in the center of the painting, where the blue sky and white clouds
meet the distant green hills and more distant buildings.
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Relative size refers to the fact that the more distant an
object, the smaller its image will be on the retina. Therefore, if there are two identical objects, the one that is
farther away will be the one that has a smaller image on
the retina. For example, if we assume that the two kayakers in Figure 7.4 are approximately the same size (the one
in the front is actually slightly shorter than his companion), then the one who has a smaller image on the retina
FIGURE 7.4 Occlusion.
must be farther away from the viewer. As the image of
We know that the kayaker in the yellow boat is in front of the
the blue-helmeted kayaker is larger in the picture than
kayaker in the red boat because the head of the closer kayaker
that of his companion, we assume that he is closer to the
occludes the boat of the kayaker farther away. What other
viewer. Note that the kayaker in the background does
cues for depth are present in this photograph?
not look abnormal in any way. Despite creating a smaller
image on the retina, the person does not look oddly
small. The normal size of the more distant person is due to a mechanism called
size constancy, which we discuss later, when more of the depth cues have been
Occlusion: a visual cue that occurs
covered. Because we infer that this person is farther away, we do not mistake
when one object partially hides
his smaller size on the retina for his being a smaller person. You can explore an
or obstructs the view of a second
object; we infer that the hidden object
interactive illustration of relative size on ISLE 7.4a.
is farther away from us than the
object that obstructs it

Familiar Size

Related to relative size is the cue of familiar size. Familiar size comes into play when
we judge distance on the basis of our existing knowledge of the sizes of objects.
Thus, if we know that a particular object is smaller than another object, but it is
taking up more space on our retina, we assume that the smaller object must be
more near to us and that the larger object is farther away (see Figure 7.6). Thus, in

Relative height: a visual cue in
which objects closer to the horizon
are seen as more distant
Relative size: the fact that the more
distant an object, the smaller the
image will be on the retina
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FIGURE 7.5 Relative height.
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(a) The horizon here is where the ocean meets the sky and is very clear in this photograph. This
places the conch shell and the coral rocks along the bottom of the image as relatively close to
the viewer. However, above the horizon, objects closer to the horizon are judged as farther away,
and objects toward the top of the image are judged to be closer. (b) A more complex illustration
of relative height. Again, though, we see that objects closer to the horizon are judged as being
farther away, leading to their being judged as close if they are along the bottom or along the top
of the image. (c) An illustration of how an artist uses this rule to create depth in a painting.

Linear Perspective
Retinal image
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the figure, each object occupies the same amount
of space on the retinae, but the watermelon is
judged to be farthest away because we know that
this is the largest fruit.
The cue of familiar size is often eclipsed by
other cues. For example, in Figure 7.7a, the presence of children climbing on the lobster informs
us that the lobster in this figure is no ordinary
lobster. In Figure 7.7b, we find a gift shop inside
a lobster trap, and finally, in Figure 7.7c, the
building in the background informs us that
this is no ordinary boot. We might well wonder
whether people in Maine and eastern Canada
don’t have better things to do.

Familiar size: the cue
whereby knowing the
retinal size of a familiar
object at a familiar
distance allows us to use
that retinal size to infer
distance
Linear perspective: the
pictorial depth cue that
arises from the fact that
parallel lines appear to
converge as they recede
into the distance

FIGURE 7.6

Familiar size.

Familiarity can be used as a cue for
distance of depth. In this image, there
are three objects that are familiar to
most of us, all of which take up the
same space on the retinae. But because
we know that strawberries are smaller
than oranges and oranges are smaller
than watermelons, we unconsciously
infer that the strawberry is closest and
the watermelon is farthest.

Linear perspective is the pictorial depth cue that
arises from the fact that parallel lines appear to
converge as they recede into the distance. From
the point of view of a human observer, parallel
lines seem to get closer and closer to each other as
they recede into the distance. Of course, you may
remember from your high school geometry class
that parallel lines never meet. But perceptually
they do, at the edge of the horizon. To see what
this cue looks like, examine the photograph in
Figure 7.8a. The railroad tracks are parallel, and
in this scene, they go straight through the desert
landscape. The linear perspective cue is that the
parallel lines of the railroad tracks seem farther
apart close up, as they take up more space in the
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FIGURE 7.7 When familiar size is unhelpful.
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(a) The presence of children informs us that this is an abnormally large lobster. It is possible that the lobster is normal size, and the
children are the size of shrimp, but this is a less likely scenario, so the presence of the children immediately informs us of the nature
of the lobster. (b) Note the normal lobster traps in front of the building. Various cues here tell us that restaurant is normal size, and the
lobster trap that surrounds it is unusually large. (c) The famous L.L. Bean boot, with various amounts of context that tell us about the
boot’s size.

© iStockphoto.com/ murengstockphoto

© Digital Vision/ Photodisc / Thinkstock
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image and on our retinae. They get smaller and closer
together higher in this image, and we extract from this
information that the tracks go off into the distance. This
linear perspective serves as a cue to depth. The larger the
distance between parallel lines (the tracks), the closer
those lines must be. Of course, in Figure 7.8a, there are
other monocular depth cues in addition to linear perspective. In Figure 7.8b, we have a good example of linear
perspective. The numbers all look the same size to us,
even though the lower numbers are much smaller in
terms of their retinal image size, but because they are
farther away, they do not look smaller.
Linear perspective is an important technique for painters who wish to convey a 3D scene on a 2D canvas. Look
FIGURE 7.8 Linear perspective.
at the painting in Figure 7.9, which is called Paris Street: A
Rainy Day, by Gustave Caillebotte (1848–1894). Look at
In these images, parallel lines appear to converge in the
the building in the background. The separation between
distance. With the train tracks, we infer that the tracks
the floors is clearly indicated. The lines appear to diverge
are parallel and thus must be getting more distant as they
and give the indication that the building is angled and
converge toward the top of the photo. In the photo of the finish
larger toward the back, and that the surfaces recede in
line, how many depth cues can you see?
depth. In fact, the lines that make up this building are
essentially parallel. Thus, parallel lines indicate a flat surface, and converging lines
that we see as parallel indicate a surface that recedes in depth. Note also that we
assume that the people are roughly the same size. Thus, the smaller images of people
serve as a cue that those people are farther from the point of the viewer.

Texture Gradients
Texture gradients are a monocular depth cue that occur because textures become
finer as they recede in the distance. Texture gradients as a monocular cue are
clearly related to relative size. In both cases, we use existing knowledge about
sizes or patterns of objects and assume that smaller images closer to the horizon are the same size, but farther away. Most surfaces, such as walls and roads
and a field of flowers in bloom, have texture. As the surface gets farther away

Texture gradient: a monocular depth
cue that occurs because textures
become finer as they recede in the
distance
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from us, this texture gets finer and appears
smoother (Gibson, 1950). Another way of
saying this is that common elements that
are evenly spaced in an image appear
more close together in the distance than
they do in the foreground. For example, the tulips in Figure 7.10 represent
a texture gradient. We assume that the
flowers are about the same size and the
same distance apart in the field. That the
images are smaller and closer together
toward the top of the image suggests that
these tulips are farther away. We can also
see texture gradients in the cobblestones
in the painting depicted in Figure 7.9. The
cobblestones get progressively smaller as
the road recedes in depth, until the stones
are not clearly distinguishable from one
another. In the distance, only the general
roughness of the street is noticeable.
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FIGURE 7.9 Linear perspective in art.

This painting by Gustave Caillebotte (1848–1894), titled Paris Street: A Rainy Day,
was painted in 1877. Notice how Caillebotte used linear perspective to show
depth and distance in the painting. There is a progression of people painted large
and up close toward the bottom of the painting and smaller and farther toward the
top of the canvas to indicate their distance from the painter. Notice also the odd
building in the distance. The lines appear to diverge and give the indication that
the building is angled and larger toward the back, and that the surfaces recede in
depth. In fact, the lines that make up this building are essentially parallel.

Atmospheric Perspective
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Atmospheric perspective is a pictorial
depth cue that arises from the fact that
objects in the distance appear blurred and
tinged with blue. When we look at a visual
image, close objects are clear and well
defined, and objects farther away are more
blurred. Moreover, because the atmosphere
scatters light, more distant objects will also
have a blue tinge. This feature of depth
perception can be seen in Figure 7.11. In
the photograph in Figure 7.11a, the road in
the foreground is clear and sharp. The distant mountains at the horizon have a clear
blue tinge. The photograph in Figure 7.11b
was taken along the Blue Ridge Parkway
in North Carolina. Dr. Krantz swears that
the blue on the horizon is natural and not
“PhotoShopped in.”
If we were standing on the moon,
which has no atmosphere, faraway objects
would appear neither blurred nor blue.
But our atmosphere scatters light, and it
scatters blue light more than other wavelengths (which is why our sky appears
FIGURE 7.10 Texture gradients.
blue). Indeed, that the atmosphere scatters
This field of tulips demonstrates how texture gradients show depth. As with
light also plays a role in our depth percepapparent size, as the tulips get farther away from us, their size on the retinae
tion. The short or blue wavelengths of light
becomes smaller. This helps create the experience of depth.
are most easily scattered by the particles
in the atmosphere. In addition, the scattering occurs for all light, regardless of
Atmospheric perspective: a
the direction it comes from. Thus, light coming from a distant object should have
pictorial depth cue that arises from
some of its light scattered. That will have two effects on the light reaching our eyes:
the fact that objects in the distance
appear blurred and tinged with blue
(a) because blue is scattered more, more distant objects should appear bluish, and
Copyright ©2015 by SAGE Publications, Inc.
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FIGURE 7.11 Atmospheric perspective.
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Very distant objects tend to have a blue tinge to them. (a) The mountains in the Chilcotin region of British Columbia, Canada, take
on a blue tinge. (b) The mountains in the distance along the Blue Ridge Parkway in North Carolina also take on a distinct blue tinge.
Because the atmosphere scatters light, more distant objects will also have a blue tinge.

© Froaringus / Wikimedia Commons/
CC-BY-SA-3.0 / GFDL
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(b)

© Froaringus / Wikimedia Commons /
CC-BY-SA-3.0 / GFDL

(a)

FIGURE 7.12 Shadows and shading.
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We see two views of the same image. (a) The lighting appears to be coming from above and to the right. (b) The picture is merely
flipped, so that the light appears to be coming from below and to the left. Note how this changes our perception of whether the
circles in the rock art are bumps or indentations.

(b) because not all of the light is traveling in a straight line to us, more distant
objects should appear a bit fuzzy.

o

Shadows and Shading

D

Shadows may also enhance the perception of depth in images. Shadows provide a
depth cue because the object is in front of the shadow, and the angle of the shadow
can provide some information about how far the object is in front of the background. Objects that are in shadow must be farther from the light than objects
that are not in shadow. In particular, on a curved surface, light falling on an object
will create a pattern of light and shadow. This gives us information about the
relative depths of different parts of a surface. In Figure 7.12, we see two different views of what really is the same image. In the first image, in Figure 7.12a, the
lighting appears to be coming from above and to the right. In the second image,
in Figure 7.12b, the picture is upside down, so that the light appears to be coming
from below and to the left. Note how this changes our perception of whether the
circles in the rock art are bumps or indentations. In Figure 7.12a, we see the circles

Shadows: a depth cue arising
because an object is in front of its
shadow, and the angle of the shadow
can provide some information about
how far the object is in front of the
background
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as indentations in the rock, but in Figure 7.12b, we see the circles as bumps. In
this way, shadows can cause different perceptions of the 3D structure of an object.

Motion Cues

Motion Parallax
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The monocular cues we have been discussing so far can be extracted from stationary images. These are the pictorial cues to depth. However, once objects are
set in motion, a number of other monocular cues to depth emerge; these are the
motion-based cues. From an observer’s point of view, objects moving at different
speeds can reveal information about relative distance. We discuss three motion
cues to depth here: (a) motion parallax, (b) accretion and deletion, and (c) optic
flow. Each of these motion cues is considered monocular because it can be seen
with only one eye. However, motion parallax and optic flow can create visual
experiences that are similar to those produced by the binocular cue of stereopsis.
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Motion parallax is a monocular depth cue arising from
the relative velocities of objects moving across the retinae
of a moving person. The term parallax refers to a change
in position. Thus, motion parallax is a change in position
caused by the movement of the viewer. Motion parallax
arises from the motion of the observer in the environment.
In this way, it is similar to the binocular cues, because binocular cues rely on two images across space (one to each
eye), whereas motion parallax depends on multiple images
across time (i.e., multiple images to each eye). It is perhaps
easier to think of what motion parallax is by imagining
yourself as a passenger in a car looking out the side window. The car is moving very fast down the highway. The
objects very close to the window, such as the small trees
planted by the highway, seem to rush by. Beyond the small
trees, you can see a distant farmhouse. The farmhouse
appears to move more slowly relative to you in the car.
You know that the trees and the farmhouse are standing
still; you are the object that is moving. But your constant
speed (of, say, 60 mph) creates the illusion that the trees
are rushing by but the farmhouse is not. Farther off, you
Move
Move
see the tiny image of a commercial jet airplane moving
Position 1
Position 2
Position 1
Position 2
across the sky. Although you know this plane is moving in
(a)
(b)
excess of 500 mph, it does not look nearly as fast as the
FIGURE 7.13 Motion parallax.
trees whizzing close by. Thus, we can use this movement
relative to the viewer as a cue for depth. Faster moving
As you move, objects closer to you appear to move faster,
objects are closer to us. More slowly moving objects are
whereas objects farther away appear to move slower. This is
farther away. This is illustrated in Figure 7.13. We also
because the closer objects move a greater amount on your
highly recommend that you view the interactive animations
retinae from Time 1 to Time 2 than do the more distant objects.
of motion parallax on ISLE 7.5a.
A more technical description of motion parallax involves considering one’s fixaMotion Depth Cues
tion point. If you are looking directly at the farmhouse from your car window, that
farmhouse can be said to be your fixation point (fixation points are also important
when discussing stereopsis). We can then divide the world into points closer to you
Motion parallax: a monocular
than your fixation point, such as the trees, and objects farther away from your fixadepth cue arising from the relative
tion point, such as the parked tractor beyond the farmhouse or the more distant
velocities of objects moving across
the retinae of a moving person
airplane. Objects closer to your position on the highway will appear to move in a

ISLE 7.5
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Time 4

FIGURE 7.14 Deletion and accretion.
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(a) As we watch an object move relative to another object, we judge the object that disappears (deletion) and reappears
(accretion) as being farther away from us than the object that is continually visible. (b) You can experience motion parallax a bit in
an anaglyph stereogram. Put on your anaglyph glasses and move your head from side to side while looking at the image. You will
see the finger of the front figure move more that the faces in the background.

Deletion and Accretion

po
s

direction opposite to your motion. Thus, even though the trees are stationary, and
it is the car you are in that is moving, the trees appear to move very quickly in the
opposite direction. In contrast, objects farther than the point of fixation, such as
the parked tractor beyond the farmhouse, appear to move in the same direction
as you do. This movement opposite to your own by near objects and the in same
direction as your own by far objects is motion parallax. You can examine this effect
in motion by watching the interactive animation of motion parallax on ISLE 7.5a2.
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Deletion is the gradual occlusion of a moving object as it passes behind another
object. Accretion is the gradual reappearance of a moving object as it emerges
from behind another object. Think about being in a library. You watch someone
emerge from behind one bookshelf and then disappear behind another bookshelf.
When the person first becomes visible, you note that the bookshelf was not moving, but the person suddenly emerged. This provides information about relative
depth. The person must be behind the shelf. Similarly when the person is “deleted”
as she moves behind the next shelf, you again see from her movement the relative
positions of her and the furniture. Thus, we can formalize this in the following
way. The object that is being deleted and then later accreted is the object that is
farther away than the object we can see continuously, which is therefore closer.
This can be seen in Figure 7.14. You can also examine this effect in motion by
watching the interactive animation of deletion and accretion on ISLE 7.5b.

Optic Flow

Optic flow is the motion depth cue that refers to the relative motions of objects
as the observer moves forward or backward in a scene. Optic flow is related to
motion parallax. However, optic flow refers to our perception of objects as we
move forward or backward in a scene (Gibson, 1950) (see Figure 7.15). Imagine
now that you are driving down a straight country road. As you move forward, the
world rushes by you in the opposite direction. In front of you, however, the world is
still coming toward you and getting larger as it does. We can determine depth from
optic flow because faraway objects appear to move more slowly relative to more
close objects, which appear to rush toward us more quickly. Indeed, extremely large

Deletion: the gradual occlusion of
a moving object as it passes behind
another object
Accretion: the gradual reappearance
of a moving object as it emerges from
behind another object
Optic flow: a motion depth cue that
involves the relative motion of objects
as an observer moves forward or
backward in a scene
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faraway objects may appear
essentially fixed in position. And
the objects that are most close in
front of you rush by you at high
speeds. Optic flow is often used
to convey depth information in
movies. Think of the words flowing through space that give you
the background for a Star Wars
movie. The moving words create
an optic flow, which allows you
to judge the relative distance of
FIGURE 7.15 Optic flow.
different words. Car chases in
movies also use optic flow to get
Consider being in the driver’s seat and seeing the view in front of you. As you move
you to feel as if you are in the
forward, the world moves toward you and then disappears behind you. Your fixation point
car chasing the bad guys at high
remains constant in the distance, but objects flow toward you and spread out as they do,
speed. You can also examine an
relative to your position. The arrows in the figure represent this relative movement as you
drive down the road.
interactive animation of optic
flow on ISLE 7.5c.
Now imagine you are driving a car on a winding country road. The motion
cues for depth are a combination of optic flow, relative movement coming directly
at you, and motion parallax, relative movement at a 90° angle from you. Add
in hills for up-and-down motion, and even more depth cues become available.
The amazing thing about our visual system is that it computes all these relative distances and speeds fast enough for us to make sense of the world, even at
65 mph.
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What is occlusion? How does it give us information about depth?

BINOCULAR CUES TO DEPTH
Summarize the principle of stereopsis and how it applies to
human depth perception.
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7.3

D

iStockphoto.com/kavram

Focus of
expansion

Stereopsis: the sense of depth we
perceive from the visual system’s
processing of the comparison of the
two different images from each retina

At the beginning of the chapter, we introduced jumping spiders, amazing creatures with eight eyes (and eight legs). Human beings are not fortunate enough
to have eyes at both the front and back of our heads. But we do have two eyes,
located adjacent to each other at the front of our heads. Because our eyes are
next to each other at the front of our head, each eye sees mostly the same objects
in the visual world as does the other eye, but from slightly different angles. This
contrasts with animals such as horses, which have eyes on the opposite sides
of their heads, such that there is almost no overlap in what each eye sees. This
gives horses a greater ability to see completely around them—a horse essentially
has a panoramic view around it. However, because the fields of view of the eyes
do not overlap, horses cannot take advantage of the binocular cues that we do.
That we humans have two eyes that see the world from slightly different angles
provides us with an important cue to depth. The reason our two eyes both
look in the same ways is that we pick up information about depth perception
from the overlap of the two visual fields. In the area where both eyes see the
same part of the world, we have binocular vision. We define stereopsis as the
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sense of depth that we perceive from the visual system’s
processing of the comparison of the two different
images from each retina.
Focus your gaze on some nearby object. If there is
nothing readily available, hold one hand out at arm’s
length and look at your own thumb. First look at that
thumb with your left eye and then with your right eye.
You get an illusion that your hand has shifted somewhat
as you go back and forth from one eye to the other. This
quick test allows us to see the slightly different perspective on the world that each eye gives us. If you have an
object to look at just beyond your thumb, you can see
that the object may appear closer to your thumb through
one eye than through the other (see Figure 7.16). What
is important to binocular vision is this area of overlap.
We see the same objects in the area of overlap, but it is
not the same image. Binocular vision involves comparing
the two images.
The sense in which stereopsis changes the experience
of depth perception is apparent to anyone who has seen
a 3D movie, which recently have become quite popular
again (this technology also relies on vergence). In 2014,
movies as varied as How to Train Your Dragon 2, The
Amazing Spider-Man 2, and Godzilla all were available
in theaters in 3D format. The sense of objects coming
out of the screen toward you in the audience can often
distract from plot development and good acting, but it is
a perceptually unmistakable phenomenon. The sense of
Spider-Man flying out of the screen toward you in three
dimensions is a perceptually very different experience
than watching the same movie in standard format. We see
both 2D and 3D movies on flat screens, whether they are
movie screens or smaller television screens. But the 3D
glasses one wears while watching a 3D film create a situation in which a slightly different image is sent to each
eye. This allows the use of binocular cues to extract depth
from the images. To see how 3D movies work, refer to
Figure 7.17. You can also examine a demonstration of 3D
movies on ISLE 7.6.
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Binocular Disparity

FIGURE 7.16

Binocular disparity.

D

Disparity arises because our two eyes are in different
Each eye has a slightly different view of the world. If you hold
locations in our head and therefore have slightly difyour finger out at arm’s length and then look at it alternately
ferent views of the world. The explanation of how diswith your left eye only and then your right eye only, the image
parity allows us to extract depth information is quite
of your finger relative to the world behind it will shift somewhat.
complex. So read through this section slowly, make
This is binocular disparity, which helps provide the basis for the
sure you understand the diagrams, and review it until
determination of depth.
you know it well. After you are certain that you know
it well, draw yourself a diagram of how the two eyes
Stereopsis
perceive through stereopsis and explain it to someone who is not taking your
sensation and perception class. Only after you have done that can you be sure
that you understand the explanation of stereopsis. You can see a demonstration
Binocular Disparity
of binocular disparity on ISLE 7.7.

ISLE 7.6
ISLE 7.6
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FIGURE 7.17
Three-dimensional
movies.

2D image on flat screen

3D information on flat screen
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(a) A traditional 2D
movie. In these movies,
each eye sees the same
information, and depth is
inferred from monocular
and motion cues. (b) A 3D
movie. In this situation,
each eye receives
different images, allowing
stereoscopic vision to
occur.

Left eye image
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3D glasses

Right eye image

Perception = 2D
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(a) Same image to left and right eyes

Left eye image

Right eye image

Perception = 3D

(b) Different images to left and right eyes

Corresponding and Noncorresponding Points
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Look around you and find some reference points to use when following this argument. If you are in a room in your house, a dorm room, or a library, there is likely
a lamp nearby. Position yourself so that you are about 10 feet (3 m) from that
lamp. Hold your thumb out in front of you. Notice how you can use convergence
and accommodation to change your focus from looking at your thumb to looking
at the lamp. When you focus on the lamp, you may also notice that you may see
a double image of your thumb. When you focus on your thumb, you may notice
two images of the lamp in the background. So let us see what is going on with
your visual system as you do this.
Corresponding points refers to a situation in which a point on the left retina
and a point on the right retina would coincide if the two retinae were superimposed. In contrast, noncorresponding points refers to a situation in which a point
on the left retina and a point on the right retina would not coincide if the two
retinae were superimposed. For example, when looking at your thumb with your
hand held out at arm’s length, the image of your thumb falls on corresponding
points on your left and right retinae. The lamp beyond it does not. This is why
you have the illusion of seeing two lamps (see Figure 7.18). Now imagine a semicircle in front of you, with all the points at the same distance from your eyes as
your thumb. This imaginary line is the horopter. Thus, if you stretch out your
other arm alongside the one you are fixated on, your other thumb is not your
fixation point, but lies along the horopter. Technically, the horopter is the region
in space where the two images from an object fall on corresponding locations
on the two retinae. If you switch your focus from your thumb to the lamp, you
now have established a new horopter. Because you are now fixating on the lamp,
the horopter is now an imaginary semicircle of points that is the same distance

ISLE
7.8 The Construction of
Visual Depth With Binocular Disparity
Horopter: the region in space where
the two images from an object fall on
corresponding locations on the two
retinae
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from your eyes as is the lamp. Please go to ISLE 7.8 for
Horopter
a demonstration of this phenomenon.
Objects that lie along the horopter are perceived as
single unified objects when viewed with both eyes. We
can also fuse the images from the left and right eyes for
objects that fall inside Panum’s area of fusion. Inside
Panum’s area, including the horopter, we see images as
singles. Outside Panum’s area, either in front or behind,
we see double images. As we move in front of the horopter, we are looking at objects closer and closer to ourselves. At some point, we lose the perception of these
objects as being single unified objects and we see instead
Horopter
two images of the same object. Thus, when looking at the
lamp 3 m away, the image of your thumb appears as a
double. This double vision is known as diplopia.
Examine Figure 7.19. We can see schematically the
retinae of the left and right eyes. In the diagram, the
eyes are fixated on Object A, depicted in red in the diagram. The image of A falls on Points A and A′ on the
left and right retinae, respectively. Because we are fixated on Image A, it defines the horopter for our visual
world. Object B, for example, lies along the horopter.
Thus, Object B falls along Points B and B′ on the retinae.
We perceive Object B as being in the same plane or the
same distance from us as Object A. Now consider Object
C. Object C lies closer to us than does Object A and falls
on Points C and E′ on the retina. Because it does not lie
along the horopter, its image falls on noncorresponding
Fovea
points. Object D lies farther from us than Object A and
falls on Points D and F′ on the retinae. Because it does
not lie along the horopter, its image falls on noncorresponding points.
FIGURE 7.18 The horopter and corresponding
Points that are closer to us than the horopter have
points.
crossed disparity, and points farther away have uncrossed
When we look at an object, that object defines our horopter—all
disparity. You can see this in the diagram.
points equally distant from us form the horopter. Technically, the
Bear with this example, as we introduce a little
horopter is the region in space where the two images from an
more terminology necessary to understanding binocuobject fall on corresponding locations on the two retinae. Points
lar vision. Consider Object C. Object C is closer to the
that are closer to us than the horopter have crossed disparity,
observer than the horopter line. Its image falls on Points
and points farther away have uncrossed disparity.
C and E′ on the retina. Look closely at these points. You
see Object C to the right of the fixated Object A with
Panum’s area of fusion: the region
the left eye, but to the left of the fixated Object A with the right eye. Because of
of small disparity around the horopter
this differential position along the retina, we call this crossed disparity. Crossed
where the two images can be fused
disparity refers to the direction of disparity for objects in front of the horopter
into a single perception
(the image in the left eye is to the right of the image of the object in the right eye).
Diplopia: double images, or seeing
This disparity is often given a positive sign. You can also see this interactively
two
copies of the same image;
on ISLE 7.8b.
usually results from the images of an
Next consider Object D. Object D is farther from the viewer than the horopter
object having too much disparity to
line. The image of Object D falls on Points D and F′ of their respective retinae.
lead to fusion
Note that the image of Object D falls to the left of Object A (the fixated object)
Crossed disparity: the direction of
on the left retina, but to the right of Object A on the right retina. Because of this
disparity for objects in front of the
positioning along the retina, we call this uncrossed disparity. Uncrossed disparhoropter (the image in the left eye is
ity is the name given to the direction of disparity for objects that are behind the
to the right of the image of the object
horopter (the image of the object in the left eye is to the left of the position of the
in the right eye)
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image of the object in the right eye). This type of disparity
is often given as a negative value.
Fixation point
Finally, consider Object A itself. Its image falls on
corresponding
points on the left and right retinae. SimiA
B
larly, Object B, though not the focus of our fixation, also
Horopter
falls along the horopter, so its image falls on corresponding points on the left and right retinae. Points along the
horopter are said to have zero disparity. Zero disparity means that retinal images fall along corresponding
points.
C
So, now let us examine Figure 7.20. We now consider the magnitude of retinal disparity between the two
images. We can see here that the amount or magnitude
of disparity increases as the distance of an object from
the horopter increases. Consider Figure 7.20a. This figure shows two objects with crossed disparity, that is, two
objects that are closer to the viewer than the object being
fixated on. You can see that Object C is closer to the
viewer than Object B. Therefore, Object C has a greater
crossed disparity than Object B. Now consider Figure
7.20b. This figure shows two objects with an uncrossed
disparity, that is, two objects that are farther from the
viewer than the object being fixated on. You can see
F´
that Object D is farther from the viewer than Object E.
B´
DA B C
E´ A´
Therefore, Object D has a greater uncrossed disparity
than Object E.
Left eye
Right eye
We now have the cue people use to determine relative
distance of objects by comparing the relative posiFIGURE 7.19 Corresponding and
tions of the images of objects on the two eyes. The
noncorresponding points and the horopter.
degree of retinal disparity gives us information about
objects near and far. Indeed, retinal disparity can give
us information about depth distances as small as 4 mm at a distance of 5 m. It is
also useful up to distances of up to 200 m (roughly an eighth of a mile) (Howard
& Rogers, 2002).
Think again about 3D movies. The plane of the screen becomes the horopter.
The manipulation of images to the left and right eyes allows the filmmaker to
create images that go to noncorresponding points along the retinae of the left
and right eyes. If the filmmaker creates an image with uncrossed disparity, we
see that image as being behind the plane of the screen. If the filmmaker creates an image with crossed disparity, we see that object as being in front of the
screen. Indeed, if we perceive an object with increasing crossed disparity, this
object appears to come out of the screen toward us. Think of the shark in the
1983 movie Jaws 3-D. The expanding image of the deadly shark is caused by
increasing crossed disparity. If you have not seen this movie, don’t bother. It is
awful, but the image of a giant shark coming out of the screen to attack you is
Uncrossed disparity: the direction
a powerful illustration of stereopsis.
of disparity for objects that are
In everyday vision, our brain automatically uses binocular disparity as a cue
behind the horopter (the image of the
for
depth. Although the monocular cues provide good estimates of depth and disobject in the left eye is to the left of
tance, binocular disparity provides strong subjective cues. When watching a reguthe position of the image of the object
in the right eye)
lar movie, we have no problem judging distances between characters and objects.
However, the binocular cues available in 3D movies create a strong experiential
Zero disparity: the situation in
boost to our perception of three dimensions. Seeing objects move into and out of
which retinal images fall along
the screen, much as they do in real life, reinforces the importance of binocular
corresponding points, which means
that the object is along the horopter
disparity in creating the perception of a 3D world.
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Horopter

Smaller crossed
disparity

Fovea
Right eye view

Smaller uncrossed
disparity
(b)

Larger uncrossed
disparity

FIGURE 7.20 Magnitude of binocular disparity.
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The farther away an object is from the horopter, the larger the disparity will be. Consider Figure 7.20a. This figure shows two
objects with crossed disparity, that is, two objects that are closer to the viewer than the object being fixated on. You can see that
Object C is closer to the viewer than Object B. Therefore, Object C has a greater crossed disparity than Object B. Now consider
Figure 7.20b. This figure shows two objects with an uncrossed disparity, that is, two objects that are farther from the viewer than
the object being fixated on. You can see that Object D is farther from the viewer than Object E. Therefore, Object D has a greater
uncrossed disparity than Object E.

D

The Correspondence Problem
As we just described, the brain uses crossed and uncrossed disparity to determine
if objects are in front of or behind the horopter. But there is an important assumption our visual system makes that must be questioned. How does our visual system know which image in the left eye matches up with which image in the right
eye? In simple scenes, this may be relatively obvious. Because we know a lot about
objects, in some cases, matching the image in the left and right eyes should be easy.
For example, when looking at the lamp, that the “thumb-shaped object” about a
meter away from your eyes is your thumb in both your left and right eyes is not
surprising. But in many complex scenes, matching images to the left and right eyes
may be more difficult. Real scenes often involve complex textures, similar objects
in motion, and many other variations that may cloud an easy linking of an image
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in one eye to an image in the other. Imagine watching a raft of ducks swimming
by. Some ducks are closer than others, but they all look identical to the untrained
eye. How do our eyes match up the correct image of ducks in the left and right
eyes? What happens if we match the wrong ducks together across eyes? This is
the correspondence problem. The correspondence problem is the problem of
determining which image in one eye matches the correct image in the other eye.
How our visual system solves the correspondence problem has been an area of
some fascinating research, which we discuss shortly. But in order to understand
how our visual system solves the correspondence problem, we must describe the
techniques researchers have used to investigate the issue. This means we will have
to take a quick look at the nature of stereograms so that we can discuss how
random-dot stereograms help us solve the correspondence problem.
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What is the difference between crossed and uncrossed disparity? Which
corresponds to points closer than the horopter, and which corresponds to
points farther away than the horopter?
© Brand X Pictures/Stockbyte/Thinkstock

(a)

STEREOGRAMS

Describe the correspondence problem and how it relates to
stereopsis.
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(b)

Charles Wheatstone (1802–1875) was an English inventor during the 19th century. Among his inventions were a concertina (a small handheld accordion-like
instrument), devices necessary for the creation of the first telegraph networks,
and his famous Wheatstone stereoscope, invented before the first photographs.
The stereoscope is a small instrument (see Figure 7.21) that presents one image
to one eye and a second image to the other eye. The pictures presented to each
eye are images slightly offset from each other in order to replicate the phenomena of crossed and uncrossed disparity. When one looks through a stereoscope,
one sees a single 3D image of the scene. Originally, Wheatstone used drawings
for his stereograms, as photography was still a year away from being invented
and thereafter was expensive.
It is fairly easy to take stereographic pictures. A photographic stereogram can
be made by taking a photograph of a scene. First, select a “still-life” type scene,
perhaps a bowl of fruit. Take a photograph and then move the camera 4 inches (6
cm) to the right and take a second photograph. Keep in mind that the first photograph is the left-eye photo and the second photograph is the right-eye photograph. Print out the photographs and place them in an object like the stereograph
above. Such an image is presented in Figure 7.22. When we look at the stereogram
through a stereoscope, one image goes only to the left eye, and one image goes
only to the right eye. Because the images are so similar, they are combined by the
visual system, and the result is the illusion of depth.
Some people can examine stereograms without the use of a stereoscope, a skill
known as free fusion. The way to do so is to control the convergence movements
of one’s eyes. If one relaxes one’s gaze and imagines that one is looking at a distant
point, the left and right eyes may diverge sufficiently such that the left eye is seeing
only the left-eye image, and the right eye is seeing only the right-eye image. If this is
difficult, you may be able to free-fuse the images by crossing your eyes. This means
maximally converging your eyes as if you were looking at an object very close. This
usually involves reversing the photos, because when you cross your eyes, you will
be seeing the left-eye image with your right eye and the right-eye image with your

o

FIGURE 7.21 Wheatstone
stereograph.

D

(a) This simple device projects one
image to each eye. If there is disparity
in the images, a 3D image will jump
out at the viewer. (b) A stereoscope
as an anaglyph stereogram. Use your
anaglyph glasses.

Correspondence problem (depth
perception): the problem of
determining which image in one eye
matches the correct image in the
other eye
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Random-Dot Stereograms
Earlier, we introduced the correspondence problem, that is, how the visual system
determines which object’s image in one eye matches the same object’s image in
the other eye. Here we explain how stereograms can be used to study the correspondence problem and potentially derive some solutions. How the visual system
is able to solve the correspondence problem is quite complex computationally.
Copyright ©2015 by SAGE Publications, Inc.
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left eye. So if you copy, cut out, and reverse the photos as usually depicted, you
can see the correct depth relationship with a crossed-eye approach. In both forms
of free fusion, one is usually left with the odd perception of seeing three pictures.
You can still see each of the original pictures, but you now see a third picture in
the middle from the combination of your two eyes. It is this third (and essentially
illusory) picture in which you can see the depth relations. In Figure 7.22, we see a
stereogram of British coal miners on their way to work in a mine. When we fuse the
two images, some of the miners should stand out in depth (see ISLE 7.9 for some
Anaglyph Stereograms
really fun examples of stereograms).
The anaglyph is another form
of stereogram and the technique
generally used in older 3D movies. Like traditional Wheatstone
stereograms, anaglyphs are made
by taking two photographs of a
scene from cameras separated
by about 6 cm. However, one
photograph is then printed in a
shade of one color, such as blue,
whereas the other photograph
is printed in a shade of another
color, such as red. The two photographs are then integrated into
a common image. The common
image looks a bit fuzzy under
FIGURE 7.22 An old-fashioned stereogram.
normal viewing. However, when
viewed through special colorcoded anaglyph glasses, each of
the two images goes to one eye,
allowing for the stereoscopic
image to emerge. The current
convention is for the red lens to
cover the left eye, and the cyan
(blue) lens to cover the right eye.
If you look at Figure 7.23 first
without anaglyph glasses, you
FIGURE 7.23 Anaglyph.
see a fuzzy image. But then put
on a pair of anaglyph glasses and
This is another form of stereogram and the technique generally used in recent 3D movies.
look at Figure 7.23 again. As
Use a pair of anaglyph glasses to look at these images.
with the stereograms, your left
eye now sees one image and your
right eye another image, and your visual cortex extracts the 3D information from
the photograph. In one photograph, we see two students studying in their science
classroom, but the anaglyph glasses gives us a stunning illusion of depth. Similarly,
the masks seem to pop out of the book when you look at them through the glasses.
Make sure to keep your anaglyph glasses handy. Go to ISLE 7.9 if you want to see
more of these.
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The specifics of this computation were the subject of a
debate that took place about the nature of stereopsis. On
one side was the view that the visual system must bring
to bear knowledge of objects and use that knowledge to
match images. The other view was that the visual system
matches the left and right images before bringing knowledge to bear on the situation.
In order to distinguish these hypotheses, Hungarian
American vision researcher Béla Julesz invented randomFIGURE 7.24 Random-dot stereograms.
dot stereograms (Julesz, 1971). Random-dot stereoWhen these images are viewed through a stereograph, you can
grams are stereograms in which the images consist of a
see patterns floating in front of the black and white dots.
randomly arranged set of black and white dots. The lefteye and right-eye image are arranged identically, except
that a portion of the dots is moved to the left or the
right in one of the images to create either a crossed or an
uncrossed disparity. This creates the experience that part
of the image is either in front of or behind the rest of the
dots. Such a stereogram is seen in Figure 7.24. Figure 7.25
FIGURE 7.25 Random-dot stereograms as
shows random-dot stereograms as anaglyphs. A graphic
anaglyphs.
on how random-dot stereograms are made can be seen in
Use a pair of anaglyph glasses to examine the image. You
Figure 7.26. You can explore an interactive illustration of
should see patterns floating in front of the pattern of black and
random-dot stereograms on ISLE 7.10.
white dots.
When you view a random-dot stereogram without a
stereoscope or without free fusing, all you see is a grid
of white and black dots. There is no shape apparent other than this uninterestRandom Dot Stereograms
ing field of dots. Thus, if we can extract depth information from such images,
it must come from depth perception processes that precede object recognition,
because there are simply no objects to perceive in such figures until after stereopsis has occurred. Thus, the argument Julesz (1971) made is the following. Correspondence between points in the left image and right image is necessary for the
perception of binocular disparity. If object recognition is necessary for matching
correspondence, then random-dot stereograms will not result in a 3D perception.
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ISLE 7.10

Random-dot stereograms:
stereograms in which the images
consist of a randomly arranged set
of black and white dots, with the lefteye and right-eye images arranged
identically except that some of the
dots are moved to the left or the right
in one of the images, creating either a
crossed or an uncrossed disparity
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FIGURE 7.26 How random-dot stereograms are made.
To make a random-dot stereogram, you make a random grid of black and white dots.
Each number in the figure represents either a black (1) or white (2) dot. You then copy
the image to make two such images. But in the second image, you shift a central
section of the first image to the right or left. Thus, the same pattern is represented in
each image, but part of it is shifted. When we look at this through a stereograph, the
shifted part will appear either in front of or behind of the rest of the dots, depending on
which direction it was shifted.
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However, if correspondence matching occurs before object recognition, then it
should be possible for people to extract binocular depth cues from random-dot
stereograms. Inspect Figure 7.24 through a stereoscope or Figure 7.25 with a pair
of 3D glasses. What do you see? Do any patterns jump out of the page at you? The
majority of people with normal stereopsis will see these patterns in front of the
page. If you are free fusing by crossing your eyes, the figure will appear behind the
plane of the page. Thus, because people do see depth information in random-dot
stereograms, we know that correspondence precedes object recognition.
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The next question we can ask about stereopsis is how it is achieved in the human
visual cortex. We already touched on the answer to this question in Chapter 4. We
review these issues and expand on them here. As discussed in Chapter 4, there are
binocular cells in V1 of the occipital cortex (Hubel & Wiesel, 1962). Binocular
cells have two receptive fields, one for each eye. These cells are also usually similar with respect to their preferred orientation and motion sensitivity, suggesting
that the main function of these cells is to match the images coming to each eye.
Moreover, many binocular cells in the cortex respond optimally when the images
are on corresponding points on each retina. Interestingly, there are also binocular
cells that respond best to varying degrees of disparity, that is, when similar images
lie in front of or behind the horopter (Barlow, Blakemore, & Pettigrew, 1967).
This arrangement is depicted
in Figure 7.27. Indeed, different binocular cells are tuned to
different disparities. For example, a neuron may be tuned to
Fixation point
crossed disparity of a particular
magnitude, whereas another cell
might be tuned to an uncrossed
disparity of another magnitude.
Moreover, such disparity-tuned
cells are found through the
visual cortex, including along
both the ventral pathway (what)
and the dorsal pathway (where
and when). For both systems,
depth information can play an
important role in visual perception (Parker, 2007).

D

Development
of Stereopsis
Are human beings born with
stereopsis, or is it a visual skill
that requires experience in the
environment to learn? If it does
develop, what are the perceptual and physiological processes
that allow infants to learn stereopsis? Research suggests that

(a)

Binocular neurons
in striate cortex

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 7.27 Binocular cell receptive fields.
These are simplified illustrations of what a receptive field for disparity-tuned neurons in
the occipital cortex look like. In Figure 7.27a, both the red cell and the blue cell are not
responding, as the only object is the fixation point, to which disparity-tuned neurons do
not respond. In Figure 7.27b, there is an object closer than the fixation point. A crossed
disparity neuron (red) is firing in response to this object. In Figure 7.27c, there is an
object farther away than the fixation point. A blue uncrossed disparity neuron is firing in
response to this object.
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newborn infants are blind to binocular depth information and continue to show
no stereopsis until the age of about 4 months. At about 4 months of age, stereopsis develops rapidly in human infants (Teller, 1983). Indeed, a number of
studies have found that 3-month-old infants do not detect disparity at all, but by
5 months of age, infants perceive depth from disparity as well as normal adults
(Birch, 1993).
Testing infants at this age is tricky because they cannot make verbal responses,
nor are they yet in control of all their muscular movements. Thus, researchers must be clever in designing tasks on which infants can provide measurable
responses. It turns out that most infants like novel stimuli. When presented with
an image they have seen before or a completely new one, infants will direct their
gaze toward the new stimulus. This is often called a novelty preference. Gaze
direction and novelty preference can be measured by researchers. Thus, we can
habituate an infant to a 2D stimulus. Once the stimulus is no longer novel, we
can show the infant an alternative stimulus that has the same structure in two
dimensions but has a 3D interpretation if the infant can use binocular cues.
Thus, if the infant prefers the 3D image to the 2D image, it demonstrates stereopsis, as only with the 3D information is the image novel. Preferential looking
tasks show that infants start becoming sensitive to disparity at about 5 months
of age (Birch, 1993).
One explanation for this phenomenon is that binocular cells in the cortex are
not mature and not yet functioning (it also could be acuity and lack of vergence).
The current research suggests that the area in the brain that is not yet mature is
found not in V1 but in higher areas of the occipital cortex. Chino, Smith, Hatta,
and Cheng (1997), for example, found that binocular cells of 1-week-old monkeys were responding to disparity in the same way that binocular cells of older
monkeys were doing. Ocular dominance columns also appear to be mature at
birth. At this point, it is not clear where the locus of origin emerges from, but
some evidence points to Area V2 (Zheng et al., 2007). Nonetheless, as of yet,
there is no ready explanation for the sudden development of stereopsis at around
4 months of age.
TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE

no
t

What is a random dot stereogram? How is it made? And what issue does its
study address?

D

o

SIZE PERCEPTION
7.5

Explain the concept of size perception and the inferential nature
of its determination.

Size and depth are deeply intertwined. Think of watching a professional basketball game from the seats at the top of the coliseum. One knows the players
are taller than normal people, but at that distance, it is hard to perceptually
distinguish just how tall they are. Contrast this with the experience of finding yourself next to Shaquille O’Neal at the deli counter of your supermarket.
At close range, his extreme tallness is apparent, whereas at a distance, we use
familiar size cues to perceive people, any people, and thus, the basketball players’ height is underestimated. This is similar to the experience we have looking at the ground from airplanes. Intellectually, we understand that we are 2
miles above the surface of the earth and the cars and houses we see are really
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quite large. But at that vertical
Size of
retinal
distance, our sense of size is
image
problematic, and we perceptually experience what look
like toy cars and houses. In
both of these cases, we misVisual angle
judge size because we are at
unfamiliar distances. We are
more familiar with interact(a)
ing with people, houses, and
cars at closer distances. At
Size of
these familiar distances, we
retinal
image
can scale size better. Indeed,
at most distances, we can
judge the sizes of objects quite
Visual angle
well, despite the changes in
size these objects make on
our retinae as they approach
(b)
us or recede from us. Think of
watching your friends leave
FIGURE 7.28 Visual angle and size.
your house. As you watch
Visual angle is a function of the size of an object and its distance from the observer. When
their car speed away down
the object moves closer, its visual angle on the retina increases. When the object moves
the street, you do not see your
more distant, its visual angle decreases. If we know the object, we will see this difference
friends’ car getting smaller.
not as changes in size but as changes in distance.
You perceive the car at the
same size, but moving farther
away from you. This leads us to the concept of size-distance invariance.
Size-distance invariance refers to the relation between perceived size and
perceived distance and simply states that the perceived size of an object depends
on its perceived distance, and the perceived distance of an object may depend on
its perceived size. In a classic experiment, Holway and Boring (1941) looked at
this relation. (College students may not make jokes about the second author’s
name. He was a famous psychologist.) They placed disks at various distances
from the observers in such a way that the disks all took up the same amount of
space on the observers’ retinae. If there were no depth cues, the observers judged
the objects to be of the same size, a natural judgment given that the objects were
equivalent on the retinae. But when depth cues were provided, the observers correctly distinguished the smaller objects up close from the larger objects farther
away. That is, as soon as distance was clear, the observers’ visual systems used
the size-distance invariance principle to scale the sizes of the objects consistent
with their distance.
Important to studying size-distance invariance is the concept of a visual angle.
Visual angles are the angles of objects relative to an individual’s eyes. That is, if
we drew lines from the top and bottom of an object and extended those lines to
your eyes, we would have the visual angle of that object (see Figure 7.28). Smaller
Size-distance invariance: the
objects close up can have the same visual angles as larger objects farther away.
relation between perceived size and
Classic examples of this are the sun and the moon. Each appears approximately
perceived distance, whereby the
the same size in the sky and makes a similar visual angle to our eyes (by sheer
perceived size of an object depends
on its perceived distance, and the
coincidence). However, the moon is much smaller than the sun, and the moon is
perceived distance of an object may
also much closer to Earth than the Sun is. Similarly, a thumb held at arm’s length
depend on its perceived size
also makes approximately the same visual angle as do the sun and the moon
(although again, your thumb is obviously much smaller and closer than either the
sun or the moon). We perceive the thumb as smaller than these faraway objects

Visual angle: the angle of an object
relative to the observer’s eye
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(a)

FIGURE 7.29 Size and visual angle illusions.
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(a) Is the author (JHK) really a giant and as tall at the pyramid in front of the Louvre? The lack
of cues for distance suggest that he’s as tall as the pyramid and standing right next to it. (b)
The effect is similar in the picture of the woman “kissing” the sphinx. She is really much closer
to the camera than the sphinx but the lack of depth cues makes it appear that she is even with
the sphinx and big enough to kiss it.
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ISLE 7.11

Retinal
Image Size and Distance

because of size-distance invariance. However, we cannot perceptually determine
the distances or the sizes of objects as massive and as distant as the sun and the
moon, and therefore, we do not see the size differences between the sun and the
moon. For another example, the actor Danny DeVito standing close to you might
make the same visual angle as Shaquille O’Neal would standing some distance
from you. Similar visual angles from objects of different sizes and different distances is also the point of Figure 7.29. The point of Holway and Boring’s (1941)
experiment was that depth provides information that allows us to appropriately
scale the size of an object. Go to ISLE 7.11 for a demonstration of the relation of
visual angles and size perception.
TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE
What is size-distance invariance? How is it used by the visual system to
determine size?
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SIZE CONSTANCY

Size constancy: the perception
of an object as having a fixed
size, despite the change in
the size of the visual angle
that accompanies changes in
distance

7.6

Discuss the concept of size constancy.

Size constancy is the perception of an object as having a fixed size, despite
the change in the size of the visual angle that accompanies changes in distance.
That is, we have a tendency to see an object as the same size regardless of
the size of its image on our retinae. As we have seen, there are limits to size
constancy. Shaquille O’Neal does not look so tall when we see him from far
away. However, at the range of normal viewing, size constancy allows us to
see objects as the “right” size even as they move away from or toward us. For
example, consider talking to a friend. You see her as the same size if she is
standing 6 feet away from you or if she is standing 3 feet away from you. If
she is standing 6 feet away and suddenly takes a step closer to you, you do not
see her grow, even though her visual angle is now twice as large on your retina.
Thus, size constancy usually allows us to see objects as not changing in size, but
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there are also exceptions to it. Consider the boot in Figure 7.7. If we saw this
boot in isolation, we might think it was an ordinary boot. Only in the context
of all the cues that tell us that it is an enormous boot do we see it as such. We
now turn to a set of illusions that occur when depth and size information are
not well specified in a visual image.
TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE
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Explain the concept of illusions of size and depth and how they
affect perception.
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Under what circumstances might size constancy result in illusions rather than
the perception of reality?

The Müller-Lyer Illusion

po
s

Visual illusions fascinate us because they cause us to see that which is not really
there. We see colors when no colors exist, we see spots of light where no such
spots exist, and we see shapes that cannot be. Illusions of size and depth are no
exception. By manipulating the cues we have discussed in this chapter, it is possible to get viewers to see depth relations that are really not present in an image.

FIGURE 7.30 The MüllerLyer illusion.
We see the vertical line as longer in
the right figure than the left figure even
though the vertical lines are the same
length in both.
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In the Müller-Lyer illusion (Figure 7.30), we see the left line as longer than the
right line, even though both lines are exactly the same length. If you do not believe
this assertion, measure the two lines with a ruler. They are the same length. We
will not distort illusions in this textbook, but please do not trust us. Measure our
illusions objectively, and you will discover how your perception can be tricked.
With respect to the Müller-Lyer illusion, it is the smaller lines that split off from
the main line that create the illusion that the main line is longer or shorter. An
obvious question is, Why would these additional lines affect our perception of the
length of the longest line? Most explanations of the Müller-Lyer illusion focus on
the relation of size and depth. For example, Gregory (1966) advanced the view
that the Müller-Lyer illusion is the result of misapplied size constancy. What this
means is that the visual system wants to keep objects of the same size looking the
same size, but in the case of the Müller-Lyer illusion, we mistakenly see size differences when the size is actually the same.
The argument works as follows. Consider the left image in the Müller-Lyer
illusion. Think about what this might look like in three dimensions. We may see
the image as a corner in a wall. The corner is close to us and the little projections
at the top and bottom point away from us, as they might if the corner were near
us, and the walls led away. In the image on the right, we see the corner as being
farther away, and the little projections that mark the corner are coming toward
us. Here we see the corner as being at a distance and the walls coming toward
us. Because we see the line as being farther away in the right-hand image than
we do in the left-hand image, we see the line in the right-hand image as longer.
Why? Because it takes up the same space as the left-hand line on our retina, but
we perceive it as being more distant. Objects that take up the same amount of
space on our retina, but are more distant, are necessarily larger. Hence, we see the
line as longer. You can see how this looks in real life by examining the corners in
Figure 7.31.
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FIGURE 7.31 The
Müller-Lyer illusion in the
real world.
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Note in the first picture that the
angled lines indicate an outside
corner, whereas the angled lines
in the second picture indicate an
inside corner. The inside corner
with the walls coming toward us
suggests that the straight line is
farther away from us, and thus
we perceive it as bigger.
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ISLE 7.12 Müller-Lyer Illusion

However, the above explanation stemming from Gregory’s (1966) work is not
the only explanation for the Müller-Lyer illusion. Some researchers have questioned whether an implicit assumption of depth is required to see the Müller-Lyer
illusion. Day (1990) proposed a more simple explanation of the Müller-Lyer illusion. Day claimed that because the extending lines reach up and out in the righthand image of Figure 7.30, the overall figure is longer in that image than the one
on the left-hand side. Thus, we perceive components as longer as well. Thus, this
view accounts for the Müller-Lyer illusion without recourse to a depth illusion.
Go to ISLE 7.12, for interesting variants on the Müller-Lyer illusion.

FIGURE 7.32 The Ponzo illusion.
Even though both cows take up the exact same space on the retina, the one
higher on the image looks bigger because it appears farther away.

The Ponzo Illusion
The Ponzo illusion is a strong example of
misapplied size constancy as well as the
influence of linear perspective (a monocular cue to depth) on size perception.
The Ponzo illusion is illustrated in Figure
7.32. The two cows are the identical size
(indeed, the identical animal). They take
up exactly the same amount of size on
the page or screen. If you do not believe
this, you can measure them. However, the
cow closer to the top of the page looks
bigger. This is because there are a number of cues in the photograph that give
clear indications of depth relations. We
see the roughly parallel lines of the side
of the road receding into the distance.
We see a texture gradient of flowers and
grasses. We see that the trees at the top
of the photo are a bit hazy. Familiar size
cues suggest that the trees, despite their
smaller retinal image than the grass, must
be larger but more distant. As a function
of all this, we see the upper cow as farther
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away from the viewer than the lower cow. Because the cows take up the same
amount of space on the retina, and the upper cow is farther away, the visual system
makes the inference that the upper cow must be larger, leaving us with the strong
perception of a big cow and tiny cow in front of her. The Ponzo illusion is so called
because it was discovered by the Italian psychologist Mario Ponzo (1882–1960).
For more on the Ponzo illusion, go to ISLE 7.13.

ISLE 7.13 Ponzo Illusion

The Moon Illusion

FIGURE 7.33 The Ames room illusion.
The people in the photo are the same size, but the person
on the left appears much larger than the others because
of the shape of the room. Note that the person on the left
in one photograph is the person on the right in the other
photograph. Has she shrank while her friend grew?
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The moon illusion is another powerful illusion related to sizedepth relations. What is interesting about this illusion is that we
can see it in the night sky several times each month. Find out
when the next full moon is, or a day before or after the full moon.
Then find out when sunset will occur, and watch the moon rise
at sunset and then look at it again a few hours later. When we see
the full moon on the horizon (such as when it rises at sunset and sets at sunrise), we perceive it as being larger than when it is higher up in the sky. This perceptual fact is seen
in countless romantic movies, in which a love-struck couple stares at an abnormally
large full moon. The moon illusion is depicted in Figure 7.35. As you can see, in Figure
7.35, the moon looks bigger at the horizon than at zenith. However, the moon does not
change size across the night. Its size remains constant, and its distance from the Earth
remains constant. If you do not believe this, take a photograph of the full moon as it
rises and then again a few hours later. Print out the photograph and cut out the image
of the moon. You will see that the zenith moon fits perfectly on top of the horizon
moon. The moon does not change size; only our perception of it does.
The explanation for the moon illusion is similar to other size-depth illusions: a
misperception of distance causes a change in the perception of size. We see the sky
as a giant dome overhead, and objects in the sky as all at the same distance, that is,
“painted” on the dome (though intellectually we know this to be untrue). As such,
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The Ames Room Illusion
The Ames room is a neat illusion because it can be instantiated
in real space, as has been done in numerous science museums,
such as those in Melbourne, Australia; Keswick, England; and
Jerusalem, Israel. It also works on paper (see Figures 7.33 and
7.34). In the Ames room, we put two people of normal size into
a room that is anything but normal. When viewed through a
peephole on the side of one of the walls, the perception is of a
very large person in one corner and a very small person in the
other corner. The room, however, looks normal. But the room
is not normal. Indeed, it defies almost all conventional rules of
rooms. Its walls (except the one people are looking through)
are trapezoids, as are the windows in the room. In versions in
which there are floor tiles in the room, these are also trapezoids
(see Figure 7.33). However, when we look through the viewing
hole, we cannot distinguish the trapezoids, and we use our cues
of familiar sizes and shapes to infer a normal room. Our visual
systems convert the trapezoids into squares, so that we can perceive the room itself as normal. Because we perceive a normal
room, we must therefore infer that the people are abnormally
short or tall. To make the illusion fun, you can find twins who
are dressed alike and put one at each end of the room, making
for a very tall twin and a very short twin.
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Twice as far from observer
as the man on the left

FIGURE 7.34 The Ames room revealed.
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You can see in this drawing what an Ames room looks like. When you look through the
peephole, as the observer is doing, it looks like Figure 7.33, but you can see here that the
person on the right is approximately twice as far away from the observer as the person on
the left. But for the observer, this difference is not seen, and instead the person on the left is
seen as much bigger.
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ISLE 7.14 Moon Illusion

on this dome, the horizon is farther away from you than is the zenith, directly overhead. Because we perceive the horizon as being farther away than the zenith overhead, an object that takes up the same amount of space on our retina must be larger.
At zenith, the moon looks smaller because the same-size object is now thought to be
closer. This explanation is illustrated in Figure 7.36. You can explore an interactive
illustration of the moon illusion on ISLE 7.14.
TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE
What is the Ames room? How does it illustrate the cue approach to depth and
size perception?
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(a)

FIGURE 7.35 Moon illusion.
You can see here that the moon looks bigger (a) when we see it on the horizon than when it is higher in the sky (b). But if you
match the moons, you will see that they are the same size.
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Apparent size
and distance
of moon
near horizon
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Apparent path
of moon

Apparent size and
distance of moon
directly overhead
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Actual path
of moon

Horizon
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(not drawn to scale)

FIGURE 7.36 The moon illusion explained.
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We view the sky as a dome, and the moon and stars as “painted” on the dome, even
though we know intellectually that this is not true. Thus, because the horizon is
perceived as farther away than the zenith, the same-size object is viewed as larger on
the horizon than at the zenith.
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IN DEPTH: Stereopsis and Sports: Do We
Need Binocular Vision in Sports?
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In everyday life, we can get by with monocular cues, but the
binocular cues add to our perception of depth and give us
additional invaluable cues, which in some cases may help
us perceive depth. But are there situations in which having
binocular vision is absolutely essential, and are there situations in which binocular vision gets in the way? Sports provide one of these situations—competing in sports requires
finely honed senses and close coordination between what
one is seeing and what one is doing. Think of the coordination between quarterback and wide receiver in football.
The quarterback must time his pass at just the right time to
avoid the hands of oncoming defenders and in such a way
as to bring the football into contact with the wide receiver’s
hands at just the right moment. Similarly, the wide receiver
must be aware of the positions of defenders, the pattern he
is supposed to run, and the exact arrival of the football at a
particular point in time. Moreover, the wide receiver must
do this while running nearly 20 mph (32 km/h). One would
think that such activities require excellent depth perception
(and peripheral vision), and yet the former football player
Wesley Walker succeeded at being a wide receiver despite
being legally blind in one eye. However, Walker was a

runner as fast as Olympic sprinters, which gave him an
advantage despite his monocular vision.
However, in target sports, the conventional wisdom is
that it is desirable to eliminate binocular cues. Archers and
target shooters are usually instructed to close one eye. The
thinking here is that good shooting means focusing on lining
up a close point, such as your gun’s sight, and a far point, the
target. Because the close point may be on noncorresponding points on your left and right retinae, it may not be possible to line up the sight using both eyes, especially if firing
a handgun. Given that shooters in competitions are usually
aiming at targets that are largely out of the range of binocular depth cues anyway, there is no real advantage to using
both eyes, but there is this one big disadvantage. Unfortunately, there has been no published empirical research on the
advantages or disadvantages of stereopsis in target sports.
But are there any empirical data athletes could rely on?
Do we know that quarterbacks, for example, use binocular
cues of depth to judge distance, and do we know if archers
would shoot better if they kept both eyes open? In this section, we discuss some of the existing literature on stereopsis
and sports.
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(a) binocular information is important for baseball batting
and (b) baseball batters really do have a dominant eye, consistent with the conventional sports wisdom.
In baseball, players must be able to catch balls as well as
hit them. Outfielders must judge the distance and direction a
ball is going to go after the batter hits it, and they must also
time their running speed to meet the ball in an anticipated
location. We can ask the question, To what extent do baseball players use stereopsis to judge where they must run to in
order to intercept the ball? Mazyn, Lenoir, Montagne, and
Savelsbergh (2004) looked at the ability of people to catch
a tennis ball with one hand. They compared performance
under binocular viewing conditions as well as monocular
viewing conditions at a variety of ball speeds. People with
normal stereo vision caught more balls under binocular conditions than under monocular conditions, and this effect was
more pronounced the faster the ball was thrown at them.
Thus, binocular cues are used in catching balls, contrary to
some earlier notions of how baseball players intercept fly
balls (see Mazyn et al., 2004). Mazyn et al. also looked at
people who do not see well in stereo. These individuals were
no better in the binocular condition than the monocular
condition and were somewhat lower in their overall ability to catch tennis balls. Along similar lines, Isaacs (1981)
found that people with better stereo vision were also better
at shooting foul shots in basketball than people with weaker
stereo vision. Thus, across an assortment of athletic tasks, we
see that stereo vision is useful in performing athletic tasks.
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Much of the research has been done with respect to the
batter in baseball. Consider the perceptual-motor task a
baseball batter is confronted with. A pitcher is throwing
a ball with a 9-inch circumference (230 mm) at over 90
mph (145 km/h) from a distance of 60 feet (18 m). Baseball hitters must react extremely quickly; indeed, they often
initiate their swing even before the pitcher has released the
ball. As the ball approaches the batter, there are a number
of depth cues that the batter may attend to, including familiar and relative size, linear perspective, shading, optic flow,
and binocular disparity. So our question is, To what extent
do baseball batters use binocular disparity information?
In one study, Hofeldt and Hoefle (1993) compared professional baseball players in the highest professional league
(the major leagues) with professional baseball players who
had not made the highest professional league (the minor
leagues) (see Figure 7.37). Hofeldt and Hoefle looked at the
players’ ability to do a stereo matching task that measured
individual differences in the ability to use stereopic cues.
The researchers found that the major league players were
more accurate at the stereopic task than the minor league
players and that ability in the task predicted batting average (a measure of baseball performance) in the major leaguers. This suggests that baseball batters do use stereo cues to
time their swings. However, this study is still correlational
in nature. We do not know if batters are better because they
have better stereopsis, or if better stereopsis is the result of
working harder to be good at baseball. So Hofeldt and his
colleagues next designed an experimental procedure to look
at baseball batting and depth perception.
Hofeldt, Hoefle, and Bonafede (1996) examined amateur baseball players hitting in batting cages under controlled conditions, including a constant speed of pitches.
Again, they were interested in the interaction of the two eyes
in timing the swing of a baseball bat. Baseball batting success was measured by looking at the rate of hits (contact
with the ball into play), fouls (contact with the ball, but
out of play), and misses (not making contact with the ball).
They then used filters to impair one eye or the other during
swinging. These filters reduced the amount of light reaching the filtered eye. When one eye receives less light than
the other, that eye essentially perceives more slowly, making
it harder to match corresponding points. They found that
when both eyes were filtered, the decrease in hitting success
was negligible and nonsignificant. However, when one eye
was filtered, but not the other, motion-for-depth cues were
interrupted, and hitting success decreased dramatically, from
87% hits to 36% hits. However, this was when the dominant eye was filtered. The effect was smaller (80%) when
the nondominant eye was filtered. Scott, van der Kamp,
Savelsbergh, Oudejans, and Davids (2004) also found that
participants were better able to hit a foam object thrown
at them if they had access to binocular cues than when they
only had monocular cues. Hofeldt et al. concluded that
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FIGURE 7.37

Binocular vision in baseball.

A batter must be able to accurately time an incoming baseball
in a fraction of a second in order to hit it. Batters hit better with
binocular vision than with monocular vision.
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CHAPTER SUMMARY

Explain monocular depth cues and how they
work.
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The monocular cues include information about depth that
we can infer with just one eye. These tend to be characteristics of the scene itself or motion-based cues. Monocular
cues include occlusion, relative height, relative size, familiar size, texture gradients, linear perspective, atmospheric
perspective, shading, and shadows. Included in the monocular cues are the motion-based cues of motion parallax,
accretion and deletion, and optic flow.

Summarize the principle of stereopsis and
how it applies to human depth perception.
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Stereopsis is the strong sense of depth we perceive
from the visual system’s processing of the comparison
of the two different images from each retina. Stereopsis
arises from binocular disparity. Binocular disparity occurs
because our two eyes are in different locations in our head
and therefore have slightly different views of the world. In
order for stereopsis to work, the visual system must match
the image on the left retina to that on the right retina.
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The problem our visual systems must solve is that we represent the world on flat, 2D retinae. However, we live in
and therefore must perceive a 3D world. Our visual system
seems to do this in classic Helmholtzian fashion—by using
unconscious inference from myriad clues that inform us of
relative depth. We divide these cues into three groups—
the oculomotor cues, the monocular cues, and the binocular cues. The oculomotor cues are convergence (or
vergence) and accommodation. Convergence means that
the eyes bend inward when looking at closer objects. We
sense this motion, and it informs us about whether we are
looking at a near or a far object. Accommodation is the
process of adjusting the lens of the eye so that both near
and far objects can be seen clearly. Again, we can sense
the muscles that make this adjustment, and this informs us
about the proximity of the objects that we are looking at.

would coincide if the two retinae were superimposed. In
contrast, noncorresponding points refers to a situation in
which a point on the left retina and a point on the right
retina would not coincide if the two retinae were superimposed. Corresponding points lie along the horopter, the
region in space where the two images from an object fall
on corresponding locations on the two retinae. We use
disparity information to determine if an image is in front of
the horopter or behind it. Crossed disparity means that an
object is in front of the horopter, whereas uncrossed disparity means that an object is behind the horopter. The correspondence problem is the problem of determining which
image in one eye matches the correct image in the other
eye. Stereograms and anaglyphs are specially designed
pictures in which the photograph or film replicates the
binocular disparity and therefore creates a pop-out phenomenon that we see as depth. Random-dot stereograms
have been used to show that object recognition is not necessary for disparity cues, thus placing the solution to the
correspondence problem as something that occurs prior
to object recognition. Physiological studies demonstrate
that there are binocular cells in the visual cortex. These
cells are tuned to disparity information, thus allowing the
neurons to extract information about depth. Infants do not
develop stereopsis until the age of about 4 months, though
the physiological reasons for this are unclear.
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Explain oculomotor depth cues and how they
work.
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7.1

Describe the correspondence problem and
how it relates to stereopsis.

Corresponding points refers to a situation in which a
point on the left retina and a point on the right retina

7.5

Explain the concept of size perception and
the inferential nature of its determination.

Size and depth are deeply intertwined. Size-distance
invariance refers to the relation between perceived size
and perceived distance, and simply states that the perceived size of an object depends on its perceived distance,
and the perceived distance of an object may depend on its
perceived size.
7.6

Discuss the concept of size constancy.

Size constancy is the perception of an object as having a
fixed size, despite the change in the size of the visual angle
that accompanies changes in distance.
7.7

Explain the concept of illusions of size and
depth and how they affect perception.

A number of illusions demonstrate violations of size-distance
invariance and size constancy. In the Müller-Lyer illusion,
we see a line that looks longer than an identical-length line
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but normal. When viewed through a peephole on the side of
one of the walls, the perception is of a very large person in
one corner and a very small person in the other corner. The
room, however, looks normal. The moon illusion is another
powerful illusion related to size-depth relations. When we
see the full moon on the horizon (such as when it rises at
sunset and sets at sunrise), we perceive it as being larger
than when it is higher up in the sky.

e

because the ends of one line suggest a corner moving away
in depth. The Ponzo illusion is a strong example of misapplied size constancy as well as the influence of linear perspective (a monocular cue to depth) on size perception. In
the Ponzo illusion, we see two objects that take up the same
amount of space on our retinae as different in size because
of their perceived differences in depth. In the Ames room,
we put two people of normal size into a room that is anything
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REVIEW QUESTIONS

zero disparity? Where would such a point lie along the
horopter?

1. How do jumping spiders use their multilayered retinae

is
t

to perceive depth? How is this different from mammalian depth perception?

7. What is the correspondence problem? How do random-

dot stereograms address the theoretical issues raised
by the correspondence problem?
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2. What are the oculomotor cues to depth? How do they

work, and how do they give us depth information?

8. What evidence suggests that stereopsis is not

3. Describe three pictorial monocular depth cues. How

innate? What areas of the brain appear to be involved
in stereopsis?

does each one provide us information about depth or
distance?

9. What is meant by size-distance invariance? What is

4. What is motion parallax? How is it used as a cue for
5. What is meant by the term stereopsis? Why does

stereopsis require two frontally placed eyes?

size constancy? Describe one illusion that illustrates
each principle.
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depth?

10. What data exist to support the idea that stereopsis can
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6. What is the horopter? How do crossed and uncrossed

disparity relate to the horopter? What is meant by

KEY TERMS

help athletic performance? Choose a sport not considered in this chapter (e.g., volleyball) and describe
how depth perception might be critical to perform
well in that sport.

Horopter, 182

Relative size, 173

Accretion, 179

Linear perspective, 174

Shadows, 177

Atmospheric perspective, 176

Monocular depth cues, 172

Size constancy, 192

Correspondence problem
(depth perception), 186

Motion parallax, 178

Size-distance invariance, 191

Movement-based cues, 172

Stereopsis, 180

Crossed disparity, 183

Occlusion, 172

Texture gradient, 175

Cue approach to depth
perception, 171

Optic flow, 179

Uncrossed disparity, 183

Panum’s area of fusion, 183

Vergence, 171

Pictorial cues, 172

Visual angle, 191

Random-dot stereograms, 188

Zero disparity, 184
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Accommodation, 171

Deletion, 179
Diplopia, 183
Familiar size, 173

Relative height, 172
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ISLE 7.13 Ponzo Illusion, 195
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